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A smug puppy will get a flavor of his personal medication in a story approximately friendship
that includes the bold, exuberant artwork of Lucy Cousins at its best."I win! I’m the best!" puppy
boasts. He can run swifter than Mole, dig higher than Goose, swim quicker than Donkey, and
I'm the Best he’s a lot larger than Ladybug. He wins! Unfortunately, Dog’s nonstop bragging is

beginning to make his acquaintances believe type of sad. yet what in the event that they I'm the
Best combined issues up and checked out them differently? may perhaps they educate puppy a
lesson — and remind him of what it potential to be a top friend?
Mommy's overview from 11/20/11 - i am nonetheless unsure what precisely to contemplate this
one. i used to be chuffed to determine at the very least another individual shared my
perspectives in this since it turns out most, or a lot, of individuals did not appear to notice.The
tale *seems* to have an exceptional message approximately boasting, modesty, continuously
considering you are the best, that kind of thing. the full tale is going on during this vein... till the
final page.Let's that positioned that away for the moment. Dog, Ladybug, Mole, Goose and
Donkey are all reliable neighbors and the tale begins with puppy telling how he loves his friends,
that they are great. yet how he is the best.Dog can run swifter than Mole, he'd larger than
ladybug, so on and so on.His associates rightfully commence feeling unhappy that puppy is the
easiest at every little thing they do until eventually Mole speaks up. whereas puppy watches,
now not very happily, Mole exhibits how, actually, he can dig a gap larger than Dog. Goose
speaks up approximately having the ability to swim greater than Dog. Donkey speaks up
approximately being higher than Dog.Props to the writer for this half simply because whereas
those acquaintances are conversing approximately what they are solid at, they don't seem I'm
the Best to be arrogant like puppy was. they are easily stressing what they're strong at and
while displaying Dog, in a pleasant way, that he is wrong.Dog discover the best way he is been
appearing is wrong. So we think. He cries a number of puddles, apologizes to his neighbors I'm
the Best and is swiftly forgiven. he is then instructed he is the simplest at being their ally and
that he has attractive fluffy ears.The final page? Tears the tale I'm the Best thoroughly down
IMO. the following it I'm the Best is:"Oh, phew! evidently having attractive fluffy ears is crucial
thing. So i'm the best."What is that? Like one other reviewer wondered, is the writer attempting
to condone his actions? After illustrating how improper those related activities have been in the
course of the complete story? i am a bit shocked to determine this pass unmentioned by way of
such a lot of people. It left a nasty style in my mouth and my six yr previous daughter spotted
immediately. First she groaned, then she said, "Well, he realized nothing." That used to be from
my six yr outdated daughter prior to I had stated even one word. i used to be struck a bit dumb
simply because i actually wasn't looking ahead to the final web page to be what it
was.Obviously it isn't an immense deal, particularly for me simply because my daughter is
particularly mature, very clever and was once capable of know, with out this book, what's
correct and wrong. yet different kids? would not this convey them, even in a few small, slightly
seen (at first) way, that this can be the right, or an okay, option to be? the single cause i am
giving it the 2 stars is as the book, excepting the final page, is decent.
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